Engineering task plan for a Standard-E cabinet arrangement Standard Hydrogen Monitoring System Portable Platform, TRADEMARK DISCLAIMER. Reference hereln to any speclflc commercial product, process, or servlce by trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not necessarl 1y constitute or Imply its endorsement, recommendation. or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof or Its contractors or subcontractors.
INTRODUCTION
The primary function of portable gas monitoring 1s to quickly determine tank vapor space gas composition and gas release rate, and to detect gas release events. Characterization of the gas composition is needed for safety analysis. The lower flammability limit, as well as the peak burn temperature and pressure, are dependent upon the gas composition. If there is little or no knowledge about the gas composition, safety analysis utilize compositions that yield the worst case in a deflagratlon or detonation. This conservative approach to unknowns necessitates a significant increase in administrative and engineering costs. Knowledge of the true composition could lead to reductions in the assumptions and therefore contribute to a reduction in controls and work restrictions. Also, knowledge of the actual composition will be required information for the analysis that is needed to remove tanks from the Watch List. Similarly, the rate of generation and release of gases is required information for performing safety analysis, developing controls, designing equipment, and closing safety issues. To determine release rate, both the gas concentrations and the dome space ventilation rates (exhauster flow rate or passive dome/atmosphere exchange rate) are needed Therefore, to quickly verify waste tank categorization or to provide additional characterization for tanks with installed gas monitoring, a temporary, portable standard hydrogen monitoring system ls needed that can be used to measure gas compositions at both high and low sensitivities.
SCOPE

OBJECTIVE
This task plan details organizational responsibilities and requirements for the design, technical documents, fabrication, and testing of two portable SHMS platforms. The installation and operation of these SHMS platforms (either type E or E+) will be detailed under a separate engineering task plan. The portable SHMS platform will consist of a platform installed SHMS-E or SHMS-E+ system, with a portable gas bottle rack, portable pump stand, and potentially a portable generator stand.
The SHMS-E monitors Hydrogen using electro-chemical cells like a basic SHMS. A fully functional SHMS-E+ can measure gas concentrations in selectable ranges of approximately: Hydrogen (3-100,000 ppm): Nitrous Oxide (10-10,000 ppm); Ammonia (10-10.000 ppm) and Methane (10-4,000 ppm).
DELIVERABLES
The following items shall be prepared: 
4.
5.
HNF B&K photoacoustic monitor to measure ammonia concentrateons
Tracer gas injection, sampling, and possibly for dome ventilation rate measurement.
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The sample gas analytical system will provide local display of analyzed sample gases, as well as local data logging capabilities. Remote data logging capabilities may be provided, Functional requirements for the SHMS-E and SHMS-E+ are detailed in WHC-SD-WM-FDC-054, "Gas Continuous Monitoring System Functional Design Criterla."
Portable Bottle Rack
Either a separate or combined equipment platform with a bottle rack.
Seismically qualified Portable Pump Stand
Either a separate or combined equipment platform with a pump stand.
Portable Generator Stand
A separate, provlsional generator platform.
Grounding grid ENGINEERING TASKS
Prepare the Functional Design Criteria. ;:
Prepare specification for seismic design (as required) and system fabrication for the portable SHMS platform and auxi1iary skids, Develop Design documents with drawings. i:~~:~flnate fabrication of the portable SHMS platform and auxi1iary
4.
Prepare acceptance test procedures.
5.
Conduct and witness testing, Prepare and release test reports. 6.
Prepare and release design description.
The design and fabrication wi11 be controlled in accordance with "Engineering Practice Guidel1nes," WHC-IP-1026, EPG-2.O, "Engineering System Design Control ." Changes to the design documentation during fabrication wi 11 be by the ECN process initiated by the cognizant design engineer. The design drawings plus the ECNS issued during the fabrication will provide as-built documentation. Following fabrication, the system W111 be tested to verify compllance with the design.
Each portable SHMS platform and auxiliary skids will be assigned a generic tank farm characterization destination.
VERIFICATION
An informal specificatlon review wi11 be held prior to issuance, thus allowing interested parties to have Input to the system design. Copies of the design review wi11 be provided to the review team for information at the time the drawings are issued for fabrication. The fabrication wi11 be subject to monitoring and inspection by the cognizant engineer or hls designee. The fabrication wi11 be inspected by the cognizant design engineer prior to verification testing.
The design wi 11 be verified by acceptance testing.
Acceptance testing wi 11 be performed in the fabricator's shop and witnessed by the cognizant design engineer and the quality engineer. The cognizant design engineer may elect to have additional personnel witness the testing.
The SHMS-E+ and associated computer software are a part of another project. Testing of these elements wi11 not need to be repeated.
PROCUREMENT
Two SHMS-E+ cabinets with pump stands and bottle racks and two sample gas conditioners, procured under another contract, wi11 be government furnished to this fabrication activity. The material being provided to the fabrication contractor wi11 be identified in the design. Procurements associated with the project of less than $5,000. and necessary overtime wi 11 be authorized by the Project Engineer with the concurrence of the Cognizant Manager, Al1 procurements in excess of $5,000. wi11 be authorized by the Program Manager or Cost Account Manager The remaining material wi 11 be purchased by the construction contractor.
FABRICATION
The portable SHMS-E+ PIatform and skids wi11 be fabricated using englneering drawlngs controlled in accordance with WHC-IP-1026. "Engineering Practice Guidelines," EPG-2.O, "Englneerlng System Design Control ."
ORGANIZATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES
The task responsibilities are outlined in the following sections 
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